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FORORD
7
Videogames are an increasingly pervasive part of the 
modern cultural landscape, but we have no way of 
speaking critically about them.  
 
Steven Poole, 2000
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• MMORPG   ‑   Massively Multiplayer Online Roleplaying Game
• BBMMORPG  ‑  Browser Based Massively Multiplayer Online      
        Roleplaying Game
• MMOFPS  ‑  Massively Multiplayer Online First Person Shooter
• MMOSG  ‑  Massively Multiplayer Online Social Games
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”Combat is fast-paced and does not suffer from the 












”The goal is simple: each faction must attempt to 
capture as many facilities as possible on the surface of 
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”There have been wargames for centuries. RTS games 
are different because the game progresses without 
interruption so you can’t pause to take stock of the 
situation. 
[...]To win, you must be constantly clicking between 
the resources, the factories and your units to keep the 
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“The whole question of genre is largely unexplored in 
game studies. Generally it is accepted that computer 
and video games constitute a cultural genre as such, 
but the distinctions, continuums and variations within 
that cultural genre remain uncharted. The popular 
genre conceptions originate mostly from game 







”Generic discussion in game studies, however, has yet 
to reach any kind of mature form, and it is my goal 
to reach an understanding of the conflicting generic 
sensibilities established by video game journalism on 
the one hand and game studies scholarship on the 
other.”13











”Action games: ’shooter’, ’fighter’ og ’racing’ 
 Forudsætningen for succes: beherskelse af  
 interface af gameplay. Dvs. at kunne håndtere de  
 styringsredskaber og interaktive muligheder, spillene  
 betjener sig af. 
 
Problem solving games: ’adventure’ og ’puzzle’ 
 Forudsætningen for succes: beherskelse af spillets  
 kausalitet og logik. Her gælder det om at 
 gennemskue spillets hvem, hvad, hvor og hvornår. 
 
Developing games: ’simulation’ og ’strategy’ 
 Forudsætningen for succes: beherskelse af spillets  
 ’ideologi’. Målet er at gennemskue spillets implicitte  
 regelsæt for rigtig opførsel, men også hvordan dette  
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”The spectator must lend himself to the illusion without 
first challenging the décor, mask, or artifice which for a 
given time he is asked to believe in as more real than 
reality itself.”18
Og til trods for, at det er svært at se sammenhængen skriver han :
”Ud fra denne tankegang kan simulationsgenren nu 
begribes. Det gælder om for disse spil at efterligne 
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”In this way Aarseth’s traversal categories and their 
variants help with the identification of those factors 
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“A text classified by this typological model will have a 
profile (e.g. Static, determinate, transient, impersonal, 
controlled, none, configurative), which identified 




















“The genres listed below take into consideration the 
dominant characteristics of the interactive experience 
and the games’ goals and objectives as well as the 
nature of each game’s player-character and player 
controls.”23
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“[...] what we need is not visions or forecasts, but a 

























“When working with computer games, the problem is 
that the researcher cannot claim originality in having 
created categories since every self-respecting game 
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“[..] the making of meaning begins with this 
restriction of relationships. To put it in more technical 
terms, meaning can arise only in a context of finite 
commutability of restricted semiosis – however 
temporary that restriction may be.”36


































”En tekst er et produkt hvis tolkningsskæbne må være 
en del af dens egen generative mekanik”43
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”[...] agents of a quite specific and effective ideological 
project: to control the audience’s reaction to any 















”Of course, the production process is not without its 
’discursive’ aspect: it, too, is framed throughout by 
meanings and ideas: knowledge in use concerning the 
routines of production, historically defined technical 
skills, professional ideologies, institutional knowledge, 
definitions and assumptions, assumptions about the 
audience and so frame the constitution of the program 
through this production structure.”46
Hvis man således anskuer selve produktionsprocessen ud fra Stuart Halls tilgangsvinkel, 
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genrens historiske kontekst på, og denne skal således ses som den rå dataform, som vi i 
afsni,et om genrens historiske kontekst trækker veksler på.
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”We did a lot of things that no one had ever done 
before. The way we ran chat, the way we did our 
interface for equipping and un-equipping, customization 
of characters -- all of that was never done before. We 
led the way there and a lot of people followed … our 
customer support, our $9.95 per month price. … Was 
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”You can’t mitigate risk by sticking with things that 
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“When looking at multi-player computer games, two 
groups of games immediately present themselves: 
games that are played by a number of gamers all 
in the same location and huddled around the same 
computer or console, and games that are played online 
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Kapitel 7 – Det reviderede korpus































“It accounts, on the one hand, for the fact that genres 
appear to constitute clearly defined systems and, on 
the other, for the fact that they are rarely, if ever, 
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”For the limits between the semantic and the syntactic 
are never clearly set; the decisions of each critic 
on this score will have repercussions on everything 
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skriver hun:
”progress through the space of the game is concurrent 
to the progress of the ”level” of the avatar, and the two 









“Different locations have different risks associated with 
them [...] a dragon’s lair comes with a greater risk 
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”Often ”hub” style gameplay allows players to branch 
off on different adventures while returning to a central 

























”This has resulted in specific gaming servers that 
disable certain features, and gaming worlds that 
consist of separate zones with individual norms. 
Physical contact interaction in the form of player killing 
has caused much diversion among network player 
communities.”220
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Vi har ligeledes klassiﬁceret NPC’er ud fra deres funktion, men valgt af deﬁnere det på 
følgende måde, da vi ﬁnder det mere struktureret end Bartles opremsning. 
Købmænd Vagter Monstre Informationsstande













“[...] they are interface conceits: Designers want the 
players to be able to obtain the services in question, 
and NPCs are the mechanism that has evolved to dress 
up what’s happening so it fits in context. Their being 
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“Lore-providers are like online manuals. Players can 
consult them to find out things they want to know, or 
be accosted by them to be told things they don’t want 
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”In the fantastic world of so-called interactive 
narrative, players can have interesting conversations 
with non-playable characters (NPC). Of course, as any 
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Fantasy VII”:
”Final fantasy VII devotes much of its dialogue not in 
pointing us toward the game’s climactic goal (a task 
aided by the the intermittent payoffs provided by 
combat), but to informing us about the past. Meetings, 
informants, news reports, discussing information 
already know by the character, terms of address, 
embedding history in character attitudes and using 
outsiders to prompt questions: all of these strategies 
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 ”[...] they like a huge playing field  [...] However, 
when it comes to moving around in such a virtual world 
ANDEN BOG | KAPITEL 10 - SPILLETS TRAFIKDISTRIBUTION
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distance becomes an inconvenience. Players want to be 
able to get where they want to go quickly. [...] They 
want teleportation, portals, high-tech transporters 
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”Most virtual worlds aim for a free market economy. 
There has yet to be a successful large-scale 
implementation of this, however. There are two reasons 
for this:  Designers don’t make the economy as free as 
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”Chinese adena farmers normally work 12-hour shifts 
(see Figure 2) with two people to each computer so 
that the in-game character they share is always online. 
Typically they must collect 300,000 adena per shift in 
exchange for their daily wage of about USD 3. It may 
not sound like much, compared to China’s average 
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”At spille computerspil er at deltage i en proces, der i 
sig selv er en nydelse, og at spille computerspil er i høj 
grad en søgen efter denne nydelse. Denne nydelse er 
ikke kunstig eller skabt af computerspillet (eller andre 
former for spil), den er en iboende mental kvalitet 
hos os mennesker, der giver os behagsoplevelser i 
kraft af processer. Denne kvalitets mentale søster er 
de behagsoplevelser, vi får gennem den målrettede 












”De gode og mest fascinerende computerspil 
kendetegnes ved deres evne til at kreere et univers, 
hvori vi har en fornemmelse af at udøve kontrol; 
vi kan opøve og udfolde en række færdigheder, 
som vi umiddelbart får feedback på og som hele 
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tiden balanceres af udfordringer, således vi undgår 






















”[..] one of the things that had become crystal clear in 
mmo design was that people will do the thing they’re 
rewarded for, not necessarily the thing that is fun. So 
people will gladly short circuit the fun out of the game 
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”Multiplayer games enable players to communicate and 
collaborate in joint game sessions. Whether the activity 
xxxvi Primærprogression i MMOG spil typisk at stige i level, for en mere uddybende forklaring 
se kapitel 15 – Spillerens progression.
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is about shooting each other with rocket launchers or 
arranging virtual weddings, the underlying theme is 
about togetherness. Players may have different reasons 
for playing these games, but they all still want to play 
























“[...] the biggest advantage of these multiplayer games 
is that they transform computer games into truly social 
experiences, which is one of the largest motivating 
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”[...] ’partial reinforcement’ is that utilized by slot 
machines which spit out coins intermittently to reward 
a gambler. The experience of being occasionally 
















“Some, for example, use gambling-psychology feedback 
systems to drive their addictiveness, rather than the 
sheer freedom to be. The player is addicted but isn’t 
developing; they tend to play to feed their addiction, 














”Looking at all the ”wants” that multi-player games 
satisfy makes the success of these games hardly 
surprising. They provide for players a challenge, a 
social experience, the potential for bragging rights, a 
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“Rules constitute the inner, formal structure of games. 









”However, in framing gams as PLAY, we must consider 
not only the rules, but also the rule-system as a 
context designed to deliver a particular experience of 
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”Next to skills, equipment is important in giving the 
player a chance of winning. Most of the determining 
factors in a fight can be adjusted by the equipment, 
and all most important while fighting were the statistics 
of AC – Armour Class, Hit Roll, Damage Roll and 
Saves.”266
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”As a player, a lot of what you’re trying to do is reverse 
engineer the simulation. You are trying to solve 
problems within the system [...]  The more accurately 
you can model that simulation in your head, the better 
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”Depending on the type of game, player’s choises 
range from the ability to select the sequence of events 
to a wide range of choises to specify race, gender, 
background history, skills, spelles, preferences as to 
player style, redesigned equipment, and a self-defined 
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“Treadmilling, having to perform repetitive actions in 
order to get basic resources such as experience points 
and new items, exist in many MMORPGS and belongs to 
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    Primær       Sekundær
    Level baserede      Udstyr   
    Realm‑rank baserede    Craeing
            Områder
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”A lot of people are drawn into playing these games as 
a way to interact with their friends, despite the fact that 
these friends are people they met online and who they 
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deres tid på spillet. Det er i den forbindelse ikke unormalt at tale om ‘junkier’ i forhold til 
MMOG spil. Torill Mortensen skriver omkring spillene og de,e fænomen:
”The games then become miniature universes, allowing 
players to see through the game’s mechanisms and 
manipulate them. The intensity and the feeling of 
ownership towards a role in the game and to the events 
in the game indicate a seriousness and an experience 
of reality or realism in the game that is reflected in 
the player’s language and in the way computer-games 
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”Hack’N’Slash, on the other hand, contains the kind 
of conflict in which it’s possible to win. Conflicts are 
resolved through fights, and the winner depends on the 
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”The game’s publisher does not indicate an explicit 
goal and there is nothing specific to win or to get in the 
sense that we understand it from tabletop and most 
stand-alone computer games, where we can at least try 




















”A game’s success is intimately tied to the organisation 
of space and time. Gamers need to trust this 
organisation. Since a game hinges on a certain finite 
structure in order to promote infinite realisations of 
it – the correlation of rules and tactics – the very 
articulating of presence so important for play must 
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“Avatar Appearance has at least two main forms in the 
game. First, it provides visual team information to other 
players. [...] Second, the appearance allows the players 
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”Avatar appearance can be used to reflect player’s 
styles and attitudes, honestly or dishonestly. 
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”Avatar Appearance, with modifiable parameters, is a 
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”A game’s gameplay is the degree and nature of the 
interactivity that the game includes, i.e., how players 
are able to interact with the game-world and how that 
game-world reacts to the choices players make.”294
Og om game mechanics skriver han:
“[...] what the players are able to do in the game-
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“Player versus Environment (PvE). Players are opposed 
to the environment – that is, the virtual world. In a 
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”Oh, what is a poor old man to do? I need some 
supplies from Darkshire, but the village is so far away 
and I am so old and feeble...I would never make the 
trip. Can you go to Darkshire and bring me back some 
Ghost Hair Thread? You can get it from Madame Eva at 






”[...] it does not attempt to show your progression 
through the underworld in a linear, goal-oriented way. 
Surely, there are some bits of linearity, but basicly 
you can accept jobs from different bosses and most 
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”He told me that, at first, he really enjoyed the game. 
However, it quickly became boring mainly because of 
the repetitive tasks and because of the time he wasted 
making errands across long distances: ’I started getting 












”Every adventure or first-person shooter player knows 
the frustration of realizing that they needed literally 
walk back to the end of the world (again) to get that 
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”Needles to say, the excitement derived from crafting 
approaches 0% in intensity. [...] Fortunately, because 
it’s so tedious players will manufacture components 
that they sell to each other; this introduces an element 
of interaction that makes for some fun (at least it does 
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”In practice, absolute PvE is untenable. If you want 
to pick up some treasure lying on the ground and 
you get to it first, you have interfered with my 
enjoyment of the virtual world and I am entitled to 
feel peeved as a result (even more so if you did it 
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Player versus Player / Group versus Group / Realm vs Realm
PVP (player vs player) er den form for spil‑aktivitet, hvor spilleren spiller imod andre 
spillere. Bartle skriver om disse: 
“Player versus Player (PvP). Players are opposed by 
other players. In a combat situation, this means PCs 
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”Group versus Group (GvG). Players are members 
of groups that are in conflict with other groups. In a 
combat situation, this means PCs can fight any PCs 
who are members of enemy groups but not those who 





















”As you kill opposing players and special PvP-enabling 
non-player characters, you will earn honor points. 
[...] In addition to an honor score, your PvP successes 
will also enable you to acquire a high rank and title, 
earn special reward items, and gain access to special 
buildings and merchants. You’ll also gain the favor of 
your faction’s leadership, and earn other rewards that 












”Players don’t want other players doing things to 
their character without permission. It’s one thing for 
a trident-wielding NPC mermaid to attack you, but 
another thing entirely for a PC to do it.”316
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”[...] entering the virtual world can be regarded as 
offering implicit consent that a player is willing to 
accept the PvP it supports. Unfortunately for designers, 
players will still complain if they are the victims of what 
they see as a violation of their character, even if they 
knew it was a possibility when they signed up.”317
Uanset den grad PvP som et spil repræsenterer, vil der altså altid være en konﬂikt, da 
ikke alle spillere har samme forståelse af, hvad der er rigtigt og forkert i spillet.












”The player will construct the meaning of the game, but 
through his physical actions and game-choices he also 







”Emergence is the primordial game structure, where 
a game is specified as a small number of rules that 
combine and yield large numbers of game variations, 




“Progression is the historically newer structure that 
entered the computer game through the adventure 
genre. In progression games, the player has to perform 
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“Mange spil og især online multiplayerspil er sociale 
og kulturelle mødesteder, hvor spillerne træffer 
andre spillere på en række forskellige måder og med 
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”The evolution of social formations among the game 
characters is stimulated by the design of the game 
environment [...] Guilds represent institutionalized 
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”At the high-end game many of the most significant 
accomplishments simply cannot be done alone. Getting 
an epic weapon (a penultimate class-specific piece of 
equipment), defeating a particularly tough mob, or 
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”Multiplayer games involve communication, co-
operation and coordination between players. The 
difficulties in computer-mediated communication 
and collaboration support, however are evident 
everywhere. The lack of face to face interaction limits 
the participants of networked game sessions to interact 
by the rules and mechanics of the game systems, and 








”Since these are considerably slower paced than death-
match games, there is a much greater opportunity for 
players to chat with each other while playing.”336
I forhold til andre genrer har spilleren i MMOG spil altså typisk tid til at gøre brug af 
spillets interaktionsmuligheder, og er derfor ikke så oee som i andre genrer nødsaget 





”[...] multiplayer games can contain a number of 
simultaneous communication channels, all with varying 




















”Some implicit, non-codified rules for all players 
refer less to what kind of interactions are acceptable 
than how these are performed. Under this category 
falls habits and non-consciously reflected patterns of 
usage, for example the usage of English as a common 
language and the importance of keeping messages 
short.”338
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“[...] Even in those cases where conversation does 
take place, some of the features of exchanges as 
analyzed here (slang to facilitate quick communication, 
careless syntax, fake antique speech) point to gaming 
“effectiveness”. My conclusion is that linguistic 
communication in EverQuest is totally subordinate to 
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”If talking is not feasible, they may choose to jump up 
















”Even multiplayer games have fundamental problems 
in supporting rich social activity, and, thus, players 
constantly seek work-arounds and external support in 
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Tredje bog
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“Er genre-definitionen af en sådan karakter at den 
behandler fænomenet på en måde som svarer overens 
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“Forklarer den det maksimale antal delte egenskaber 
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“Er grundlaget for systematisk analyse og genre-
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“Eve Online is simply the best online space game you 
have probably never played. I was shocked to find 
such a huge and well detailed community when I first 
arrived. [...] Combine this with a completely huge 
and non-linear world that is largely controlled by the 
players, and you have a truly unique experience that is 





“With the most expansive universe this side of, well, 
the universe, a dynamic economy and a limitless 
choice of careers, this ”life sim” is both astounding and 
frightening. [...] But for those players patient enough 
to let EVE unfold before them, a truly awe-inspiring 
experience awaits.”344
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“Eve is a VERY deep game, with many, many layers 
and as many different ways to play as there are people. 
To the uninitiated, this may look hopeless, confusing 
or even boring, as you wander around in your newbie 
frigate, running cargo missions for a few thousand 
ISK an hour. But I’ve said it once, and I’ll say it again, 
stick with the game as it will grow on you. As you dig 
deeper into the culture that is Eve, you’ll learn that the 
universe really IS that big, and that anyone can take 







“EVE Online has no real goals beyond ”Get stuff, 
get rich” - everything else is the product of player 
interactions. If you’re not willing to put in the effort, 
watch the marketplace, play some office politics and 
generally give up big chunks of your free time to 
the game, you’re just not going to enjoy it. On the 
other hand, if no-holds-barred hyper-capitalism and 
Machiavellian competition with real people appeals to 
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beskrivelse af spillet: 
“This game is for anyone who wants to be able to truly 
affect the game world around them, and be a part of 
the force that shapes the story of EVE. This game is not 
for those who want to be told where to go and what to 
do next, and is not for those who just want to go out 
and kill things. There are consequences to your actions 
in this game, and if you are unable to grasp the political 
situation and learn to battle in that arena as well as you 









“EVE is unique in the MMORPG world [...] It has 
certainly carved out a niche for itself and has 
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Såfremt at de,e gør sig gældende, kan denne ”analyse” således tjene til veriﬁcering, eller 
falsiﬁcering, af hvorvidt matrixen kan bruges som et kritisk værktøj.
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“There is no class-based leveling system in EVE. 
Instead, there is a very extensive skill system. Players 
choose from a wide variety of skills. You can train up 
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“Vores ærinde i denne tekst er således at nå frem 
til et punkt, hvor vi kan levere denne kvalificerede 
kritik. Et velafbalanceret og kvalificeret grundlag for 
’bedømmelse’  indenfor genren, i form af det som vi vil 
betegne som en kritisk genredefinition. Det er det som 
er vores ærinde i denne tekst.”
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